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Dear Sharron,

Further to our telephone conversation on Monday the applicant has agreed to combine the Variation 
Condition application you have received with the proposed further amendments we discussed. For 
clarity these are;

 

A

Substitution of a 4bedRH housetype in place of a 3BRH housetype at plot 7 

Substitution of a 3bed LH housetype in place of the 4bed LH at plot 6

 

B

Omission of garages to Plots 1 and 2

Addition of an attached garage to plot 10

 

C

Substitution of modified 3bedX LH housetype in place of 2bedLH housetypes at plots 3 

Substitution of modified 3bedX RH housetype in place of 2bedLH housetypes at plots 4 

The 3bedX type is as the 3bed but of slightly less floor area.

 



These changes are shown on drg 191d attached

 

Change A has no nett effect on floor area.

Change B results in a small reduction of floor area

Change C results in an small increase.

 

The total internal area approved was 975.4 m²

The total internal area proposed is 986 m²

Housetypes are shown on the drawings submitted with my email 18-12-20 (attached again) and on the 
attached drawing of the 3BX type numbered 219a.

 

Please let me know if you need further information

 

Best regards

 

Mike Brabbs │ Director

Mobile  │ 07738  928291

 

 

Masefields Architects & Surveyors

Doric House, Church Street, Studley, Warwickshire B80 7LG

T: 01527 910 190

www: masefields.co.uk
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